We found some enterprises who could play roles in data-procession ecosystem except for data auditors and community, and for venture investors, through research of enterprises on a question "What data marketplace, whose operator aims toward financial independence, would be able to provide incentives for private sectors to participate in itself?" in order to utilize and disseminate new scientific knowledge relevant to earth-environmental information. This paper discusses a design of a data marketplace. The keystone of the design is whether 'anonymization' certification, which certifies that each data set dealt on the marketplace contains no privacy, will become recognized as de fact standard or not. Anticipated user supports are (1) protections against data theft, (2) settlement functions on matching contracts or on deals for data and relevant applications, (3) demonstration of successful examples, (4) marketing, and publicity work, for example, induction of participants' benefit.
. Needs of data marketplace. Tables 2 3   5   Table 2 . Categories of members matched by data market place. L1: registration application→finer screened→registered. L2: registration application→coarser screened → registered.
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(1) Table 3 . Functions available to each category. Functions to be charged are underlined. Here, ubiDIAS is a Social Network System equipped with functions of internet discussion boards, web meeting, and a scheduler. Fig. 3 . Model "New Business." First, find "data providers" from enterprises with their own data distributable to be combined with DIAS data. Then, find "users" to use both data.
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DIAS " " Fig. 4 . Model "Industry Incubation." First, find "data providers" from enterprises with their own data distributable to be combined with DIAS data. Then, find "users" to use both data.
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" " Table 1  6  5   2   1   Table 5   Table 5   Table 6   Table 5 2  3   2   Table 6 Table 5. Sales target in terms of member number. In the first year, domestic enterprise only. From the third year, oversea enterprises will be welcome so that the data marketplace is to be recognized as a global big-data distribution platform. However, the numbers for data providers in this table is not for Model "Industry Incubation," but for Model "New Business." In the latter model, the number is fixed on the screening at the first year. 2  3  5  5  50  100  3000  10  600 1000  50000  10  200  500  3000  50  500  800  15000  1000 3000 4000 100000   Table 4 . Comparison between Models "New Business" and "Industry Incubation". Table 6 . Human resource necessary for the above mentioned target. The data market place is to be evaluated in the third year. Marketing, publicity, and technical supports are not out-sourced but directly hired. 
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